especially this taking sanctuary in Authority by the bureaucrat. That is
why Democracy sets Authority under Authority which is set under another
Authority that can go to court and have the lower Authority reversed. But
how long? 0 Lord, how long?
The Wisconsin Building Commission, Wrabotz et al.? is a superior
building commission as commissions go, but enforcing an antique code
which they revise from time to time, calling in for the purpose those
architects who abide by the Code and do not make trouble for the com-
mission by experiments. Thus the body of the politic is safeguarded.
In the story of the Johnson Administration Building,, I referred to a
board meeting wherein Hib and I appeared to ask the commission to give
us permission to proceed on a test basis. . . , One of those tests, not because
it is more important than a dozen qthers but because it is recent, should
be recounted here.
The Code allowed a maximum height of six foot for a concrete column
nine inches in diameter no matter hpw constructed. Concrete is concrete,
ri'est-ce pas?
To go to the height of the dendriform shaft twenty-four feet high,
spreading into a ceiling as was now contemplated, three feet in diameter
would thus have to be the senseless size at the base—for a spacing of the
shafts 24' Q" on centres™—because two thousand five hundred pounds was
code-limit on concrete. There would still be space to sit around in the
building but little visibility. Hence the scene in the board room described
in that story of the building.
My dendriform shaft was predicated on cold-drawn steel-mesh rein-
forcements, a steel integument embedded in the outer concrete flesh of the
shaft—the circular membrane of steel thus becoming one with the flesh
of concrete. The resultant strength was far and away beyond anything
the usual rod-reinforcing, on which the code had boon framed, could do,
Also by agitating the concrete while pouring, it was quite easy to raise the
code-limit from twenty-five hundred pounds to an actual twelve thousand
at least.
A field test was decided upon and declared open: no objection to
publicity. Having the expensive steel forms already made (we were that
sure of success:), we set up an exact duplicate dendriform out on the site
in plain view, steadied it by slight diagonal wood braces and with a steam
shovel we started dumping weighed gravel and cement bags on the ex-
tended flat floor'of thei top of the shaft. By the time the load appeared in
sight not only the commission but the town and neighbouring press were
observers. I,sat with several apprentices looking on—woollen shawl on my
shoulders (it was cold) but was soon walking around with Hib watching
for the first telltales of failure. The crane kept swinging and dumping,
swinging and dumping, until the sun went down. We were still there
waiting for collapse. Long ago any requirement by the commission -had
been passed and doubled. Still the heap up there on top kept growing.
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